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Abstract: A set of N data elements
(xI +•.• + X~)/N and variance of the
thThe r moment of the data elements
elements is used to estimate E(xr ).
th rx1' •.•• xN has r moment E(x)=th r 2r 2 rr moment Var(x ) = E(x )-E (x ).
in an arbitrary subset of k
Over all the choices of the
sample, the mean error is zero and the mean squared error
N-k rk(N-I) Var(x). A little-known theorem by Marlow shows that the
frequency distribution of values of the estimator is approximately
normal with mean E(xr ) and variance var(xr ). All these results arc
proved without assuming statistical independence among sampled datu
elements. The conclusion is that confidence-interval calculators
based on the normal distribution actually applies in more cases than
is commonly believed.




Two kinds of error arise when an analytic model is used to
predict the future behavior of a queueing system:
1. Estimation Errors: Differences between the forecasted
~nd actual values of parameters used by the model; and
2. Modeling Errors: Differences between modeling assumptions
and the real system, leading to discrepancies even if
exact values of parameters are known.
Estimation theory, a branch of stochastic analysis, provides
tools for quantifying the first type of errorj the most £~iliar
of these tools are unbiased estimators and confidence intervals.
Because stochastic modeling assumptions typically introduce
unmeasurable abstractions. the second type of error cannot be
quantified; experimental validation is often the only tool
available for gaining an understanding of modeling errors.
One way to deal with the second type of error is to weaken
the modeling assumptions so that the models apply more widely.
If the weakened assumptions can be experimentally tested, it
becomes possible to quantify the errors between actual and
calculated performance Metrics in terms of errors between actual
values of parameters and the values induced by modeling assumptions.
This approach is taken by operational analysis ([1], [2]. [3]. and
[4]). The analysis of a single queue. for example, is greatly
simplified by the assumption of "homogeneous arrivals". which
•
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asserts that the arrival rate is a constant independent of queue
length. It is possible to express the potential error of the
model in terms of potential errors between the actual (queue-
dependent) arrival rate and the constant assumed by homogeneous
arrivals ([5], [6]). In contrast, it is not possible to quantify
the error caused by potential violations of the Poisson arrival
assumption in the analysis of an MlG/1 stochastic queue.
~Bny derivations of Estimation Errors are based on stochastic
assumptions that make them subject to Modeling Errors as well.
For example, in analyzing data from real systems [7] or from
simulation models of systems [8], it is common to assume that
the data samples are independent. identically-distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables. This assumption leads to simple derivations
of unbiased estimators for mean and variance, and also, through
the central limit theorem, to confidence intervals containing
the stochastic quantity being estimated. Interpreting such
results is not always as easy as deriving them: the samples
may not be i.i.d. or the real system may not satisfy all the
assumptions of the stochastic model. One practical way to
increase confidence in "confidence intervals" is to weaken the
assumptions under which they are derived.
The purpose of this paper is to call attention to some
results well known to sample-survey statisticians. but over-
looked by many computer performance analysts. These results
show that the i.i.d. assumption is unnecessary for many real
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sampling problems. Familiar sampling methods and the central limit
theorem hold in many cases where the conventional i.i.d: assumptions
cannot be justified. Operational assumptions lead to greater
confidence in confidence intervals.
2. STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF DATA SAMPLING
The familiar problem statement is this: A series o~ k
observations of a variable yields values (samples) x1'···,xk "
It is assumed that the series can be extended indefinitely (k
can be increased without bound) and that the samples are i.i-.d.
random variables. The objective is to estimate the value of
ththe r moment of the common, underlying distribution.
The attraction of the i.i.d. assumption is the simplicity
of the ensuing mathematics. The difficulty is that one often
cannot tell whether the assumption is justified. For example.
the successive samples xi of the CPU's queue length may be
statistically dependent because the CPU speed is comparable to
the sampling rate. Regenerative simulation attempts to avoid
this difficulty by choosing samples from successive intervals
between returns to a predetermined system state [8]; however.
the user of the simulation does not know whether the returns to
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the given state define a renewal process in the real system.
Given that the samples x1"",xk are i.i.d., one proceeds
as follows to estimate the r th moment of the underlying distribution
and to characterize the accuracy of the estimate. The estimate








The statistic is itself a random variable (it depends on the
choice of the k elements constituting the sample). It is
,
-unbiased because its mean is E(xx). the r
th
moment of the




Eq 2.2 is not directly useful because it expresses the
variance in the estimate in terms of (unknown) moments of the
(unknown) distribution underlying the data. Therefore the








This estimator is also a random variable. The divisor 1/ (k-l)
is chosen rather than 11k so that this estimator is unbiased --
that is, E(V) = var(xT). Using Eq. 2.2, the analyst estimates
r
the variance of fir as V/k.
Because m is the sum of i.i.d. random variables, the central
r
limit theorem implies that fir is (approximately) Normal with mean
lJ = E(xT) and standard deviation r:r = [var(xT)/k]1/2. This
allows one to associate a confidence interval with an estimate
a range within which the estimate must fall with a given
probability. For example, a Normal random variabl~ falls within
20 of its mean with probability 95%. Because l.l - 20 <.m < II + 20- r-
if and only if m - 20 < lJ < m + 2a, one can state that lither - - r
true mean is within 20 of m with probability 95%." If one
r
estimates 0 as V Ik~ then one can be "95% sure" that the
r
observed value ill is within 20 of its true mean p.
r
A typical proof of the central limit theorem is based on
generating functions [9]:
(2.4 ) .x (u) " E(exp (iux))
where x is the random variable, u is a parameter of the generating
function, and i is 1::1. The generating function for the
















The key step in deriving the relation between ~ (u) andmr




this interchange depends crucially on the i.i.d. assumption. The
rest of the proof is based on showing that. for large k,
(2.6)
U-J.l 2exp (- (-) /2)
a
which is the generating function for the Normal distribution with
mean J.l = Eexr ) and variance a2 = Var(xr)/k.
The central point is that the familiar derivations for the
variance of ror and for confidence intervals rest.heavily on the
i.i.d. modeling assumption. If one is unsure whether the real
data satisfy this assumption, one is also unsure how much confidence
to have in statements about the accuracy of the estimates.
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3. OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS OF DATA SAMPLING
The operational (or "''phenomemological" [10]) view of the
estimation problem deals only with measurable quantities. Rather
than attempt to estimate the values of unobservable parameters,
we focus instead on the accuracy with which we can infer the
moments of the empirical distribution of all the data) given
only a sample of k of the elements. By replacing the abstract
"Wlderlying distribution II with the concrete "empirical distribution
of all the data". we can eliminate the concept of LLd. random
variables and the difficulties of interpretat~on that attend it.
3.1 Estimating Moments
Suppose that xl •... ~xN are the data values ~sociated with a
given population of N individuals. The r th moment of all the data







Although E(xr ) is by this definition precisely measureable, it may
in practice be too expensive to measure the whole population.
Therefore, we try to estimate E(xr ) from an easily-measured sample.
Let A denote a sample, an arbitrary subset of k of the
indices 1,"" ".,N; there are (~) distinct samples. lhe estimate
8
of the rth moment based on A is
(3.2) rn (A)
r
There is an error between this estimate and the true value:
(3.3) e (A) = E(x
r
) - rn (A).
r r
The mean error over all the possible choices of the sample is
(3.4) = :E e (A)
allA r















= That the mean error
CEq. 3.6) is zero implies that the estimate m CA) is unbiased,
r
as anticipated.
Formulae 3.6 and 3.7 are not new. Cochran [ll] gives
derivations like those in Appendices 1 and 2, which do not use
any concept of independence among the x .. Birnbaum [12] gives
. 1
a simpler argument for the same formulae, but makes use of
independence among the xi" The important point is that, at
the price of -a slightly more complicated derivat10n. the
estimate can be proved unbiased and its error related ~o the
variance of all the data -- without assuming statistical
independence of the data samples.
If N is very large and k is small compared to N, the
factor (N-k)/(N-I) in formula 3.7 is approximately 1. and
the mean squared error in the estimate has the same
mathematical form as the variance of the stochastic mr of
Eq. 2.2. The factor (N-kl/(k-l) is sometimes called the
"finite population connection" [11]. Formula 3.7 shows an
operational sense in which variances are additive in the
absence of an independence assumption about the (random)
variables.
In a stochastic context, the concept of Choosing the
elements in set A is called sampling without replacement.
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In this case, the various sample elements cannot be considered
independent (for example. xl and x2 caJUlOt be from the same
individual). In contrast. the i.i.d. concept is closely
related to sampling with replacement [12]. It is often not
easy to tell whet~er sampling is done with or without replacement.
Suppose xl •...•~ are observed in the first k cycles of a
regenerative simulation; shall we regard this as s~ple of k
distinct elements from a longer sequence of distinct observations.
or as k independent instances drawn with replacement from some
underlying set of values? Operationally, ambiguities of this
type do not arise because there is no "underlying" distribution.
Formula 3.7 suffers from a difficulty similar to 2.2.
namely that the error in the estimate is expressed in terms of
a quantity that is not known. (To obtain the exact value of
var(xr ). we would need to measure the entire population. in
which case the estimate mr(A) is of no interest.) We show
Appendix 3. using arguments like those in [II]. that





is an unbiased estimator for Var(xr ). The mean squared error
in m
r





by applying 3.7 with the variance estimator.
3.2 Estimating Confidence Intervals
To calculate confidence intervals operationally. ·we need to
know the frequency distribution of m CA) as the sample A is
r
varied over all the (~) distinct choices. The generating
function approach noted earlier cannot be applied to this
problem because we are not willing to introduce an i.i.d.
assumption for the elements of the sample A.
In 1948, Madow published a remarkable theorem about samples
drawn from finite universes [13]. When applied to the case at
hand, t.fadow's theorem says that mrCA) will be approximately
normally distributed (as A varies over all possibilities) with











for some constant c > 0 and all even integers t > o. Condition
(3.10) r~quires that the higher-order central moments of the data
do not increase too rapidly as compared with the variance. The
sampling ratio. kIN, need not be small -- as long as 3.10 holds,
values of the estimate m CA) will be normally distributed even
r
though kIN be near 100%.
Marlow's proof shows that the moments of the distribution of
m CA) approximate those of the Normal distribution arbitrarily
r
closelr for l~rge enough N. He does this by algebraic manipulation
of expressions for these moments; no assumption is made about
whether the elements xl •...•~ are independent or not. Therefore,
Madow's theorem shows that we may use the central limit theorems
to estimate confidence intervals for operational data sampling
even when the sampling ratio may be large.
Condition 3.10 usually fails only for populations over which
m (A) is essentially constant as A varies. An example is the
r
= (1. 0, ...•0). In this case. m (A)r
is either 0 or 11k, so the frequency histogram has only two points.








which diverges at t becomes large.
Armed with Madow's theorem, one can calculate confidence
intervals in the usual way.
population, one estimates
Given a sample A from the




Eq. 3.9. The standard derivation is estimated as
[E(e 2(A))]1/2. For the desired confidence level p. one finds
r
"a value b such that
p = • (b) - • (-b)
where 011 (.) is the cumulative distribution of the unit Normal.
The confidence interval is [m tAl - ber, m CA) + ba]. We interpret
r r
this to mean that the true value of E(xT) is contained in the




4 • CONCLUS ION
We have studied the problem of estimating a moment of a set
of data. Operationally. we calculate from a sample an estimate of
a moment that could be calculated exactly from all the data. were
measuring all the" data feasible or desirable. The uncertainty in
the operational estimate can be expressed as the mean squared
error over all the distinct choices of the sample. This expression
does not rely on any assumption of statistical independence among
the sampled data elements. as does the corresponding expression
in stochastic analysis. The uncertainty of the operational
estimate can also be expressed in terms of confidence intervals
calculated on the assumption that the estimator is distributed
nonnally about the true value. Madow· s theorem shows that the
normal approximation for the distribution of estimator values
has mean E(xr ) and variance (N-k)Var(xr)/k(N-I). This approxima-
tion is valid under very general conditions; no assumption of
statistical independence among sampled data elements is required.
In fact. it is not relevant whether the data elements are
independent.
These results help explain why assumptions like additivity
of variance or normally distributed estimator values work well
even when the i.i.d. assumptions cannot be justified. Familiar
estimation techniques are more general than is commonly believed.
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APPENDIX 1 - The Mean Error
The mean error over ail choices of the sample is (cf. 3.4):
ECer(A))
1 L r, CE(x) - mr(A))
CN) all A
k
1 L E(xr ) 1 1 L L: x. r,
CN) - CN)all A
k alIA ieA 1
k k
The term E(xr) appears (~) times in the first sum, which thereby
r) . N~)evaluates to E(x . Each index i appears 1n (k-l distinct choices
f h 1 h · h C
N-1)o t e samp e because. given t at 1eA. t ere are k-l ways to



















Therefore E(e (A)) = Eexr ) - E(xr ) '" 0; m CA) is an unbiased
r r




APPENDIX 2 -- The Mean Squared Error





"- 2E (x )
(E (x") - m (A))2
"all A
The first sum reduces
second sum reduces to
2 "toE(x).
2E 2 (x").
Since m (A) is an unbiased estimator. the
"
Thus the mean squared error reduces to
( i) E(e 2(A))
"
=
When k = 1
for some i
2 2r
each sample A contains exactly one of the i. Thus ror (A) = hi
2"and the sum over "all A" reduces to E(x ). so that
(il) E(e 2(A))
"





2 CA)) for 1 < k ~ N. we need to evaluate the sum
L: (I: x.rYI: x. r)



















r rx. x., ~
In the first sum. each index i appears in eN-I') = N-I (N-2) distinctk-1 k-1 k-1







In the second sum. each pair of distinct indices (i.j) appears in
distinct choices of A; the second sum reduces to
1 (N-Z)
N N 1 (N-Z)( ~
N
2: 2:
r r 2: r rx. x. =
k
2
















(~=~) and subtracting E2 (xx) as required in
(v) E(e 2(A)) E(lr)( N(N-k) k(k-l)) _(E2( r)
N
2 k(k-l) - 1)= N(N-l) x
k
2 N(N-l)r k 2 (k-l)






which was to be shown. Note that this expression reduces to (ii) when k = 1.
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APPENDIX 3 -- Estimating Variance






= N(k-1) (~X.2r _ kmr2(A)).ieA 1.
To demonstrate this we must reduce




2: x. 2r _ _1_ N-l l 2: m 2 CA)
ieA 1. (~) N k-l all A r
The index i appears in distinct choices of A in the first







-"-- N-1 E( 2r )
= k-l N x .
Eq. A.2(iv) shows that the second sum reduces to
(iii) 1 N-1 k 1 (N-2)
(N) N k-1 k2 k-2
k
= N-k + E2(xT)N(k-1)
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Substituting the results (ii) and (iii) into (i) gives the desired result:





2r ( k N-1 N-k)
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